
Creative Writing Main Lesson 

Week 6, Friday 28th August 

Today’s Bookwork 

Today we are going to improve yesterday’s draft about last year’s spring festival, or a festival you 
remember being part of. You might have written about an Open Day or Fair Day if you did not attend 
a festival last year. 

Check your work for the following: 

• Are you happy with how you described what happened? 
• Do you think that what happened at this event is clear to someone who is reading your 

writing but was not at this event? 
• Does your punctuation support what you are saying in your writing? 
• What tense have you written in? Most likely you have written in past tense, but you may 

have written in present tense. It is really unlikely that you wrote in future tense J. Have you 
maintained the same tense all the way through your writing? 

• Is all your spelling spot on? Use your dictionary to check tricky words. You can ask me for 
help. You can call me or email me your work. 

• Once you have proofed your writing, you are ready to write up a good copy in your Main 
Lesson book.  

While you were remembering this event, in order to write about it, what sorts of images came to 
mind? For me, I can see the maypole in the centre of the grassed space near the labyrinth, with its 
colourful ribbons dancing in the breeze. (Some of the teachers were concerned the wind would 
make it really tricky to do the May pole, but it worked out fine.) I remember the younger classes 
singing their spring song, some tentatively and some really powerfully! And then the older students 
(including you, as Class 6), and the parents who came to attend, singing Spring has Now Unwrapped 
the Flowers. I had to stand on a little wooden stool that I borrowed from the Kinder, so I could be 
high enough to lead the song. And I remember joining the other teachers to sing Evening Rise in 
parts. The Upper school sang as well, and the Class 1–12 poem was read out. I remember big 
buckets of wattle and flowers dotted around, and the soft as well as bright colours in people’s 
clothes, who had dressed in a special spring-like way. 

• Hopefully you have a scene in mind that you could draw to complete your page.  

 

Well done - I really look forward to reading your writing about this festival, and also learning about 
other events you may have been a part of and have written about.   

 

Now you are ready to go on with today’s activity… 
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